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Efficient transfer of coherence through Ising spin chains
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Experiments in coherent spectroscopy correspond to control of quantum mechanical ensembles guiding them
from initial to final target states by unitary transformations. The control inputs~pulse sequences! that accom-
plish these unitary transformations should take as little time as possible so as to minimize the effects of
relaxation and to optimize the sensitivity of the experiments. Here, we present a novel approach for efficient
control of dynamics in spin chains of arbitrary length. The approach relies on creating certain three spin
encoded states, which can be efficiently transferred through a spin chain. The methods presented are expected
to find applications in control of spin dynamics in coherent spectroscopy and quantum information processing.
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According to the postulates of quantum mechanics,
evolution of the state of a closed quantum system is uni
and is governed by the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. This evolution can be controlled by systematica
changing the Hamiltonian of the system. The control
quantum systems has important applications in physics
chemistry@1–4#. In particular, the ability to steer the state
a quantum system~or of an ensemble of quantum system!
from a given initial state to a desired target state forms
basis of spectroscopic techniques such as nuclear mag
resonance~NMR! and electron spin resonance~ESR! spec-
troscopy@1,3#, laser coherent control@4# and quantum com-
puting@5,6#. Achieving a desired unitary evolution in a qua
tum system in minimum time is an important practic
problem in coherent spectroscopy. Developing short pu
sequences~control laws! which produce a desired unitar
evolution has been a major thrust in NMR spectroscopy@1#.
For example, in the NMR spectroscopy of proteins, the tra
fer of coherence along spin chains is an essential step
large number of key experiments.

A spectroscopist has at his disposal a limited set of con
Hamiltonians $Hj% ~produced by external electromagne
fields! that can be turned on and off to modify the net Ham
tonian of the system. There is a natural coupling~interaction!
between the spins and in the absence of any external co
Hamiltonians, the state of spin system evolves under
interaction or coupling HamiltonianHc . The task of the
pulse designer is to find the right sequence of external pu
interspersed with evolution of the system under the coup
HamiltonianHc for different time periods, in order to creat
a net evolution or unitary transformation that transforms
state of the system from some initial to a desired final stat
minimum possible time.

Even for two coupled spins 1/2, the time-optimal trans
of polarization or of coherence is not trivial@7,8#. Numerous
approaches have been proposed and are currently used@9# to
transfer polarization or coherence through chains of coup
spins. Examples are the design of radio-frequency~RF! pulse
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trains that create an effective Hamiltonian@1,10#, which
makes it possible to propagate spin waves in such ch
@11–15#. In order to achieve the maximum possible trans
amplitude, many other approaches, that rely either on a se
of selective transfer steps between adjacent spins or on
catenations of two such selective transfer steps@9,10# have
been developed.

Here, we consider an approach to control the transfe
coherence in spin chains of arbitrary length. The appro
relies on the creation of a three spin encoded state and
cient propagation of this encoded state through the s
chain. Our method is based on variational ideas as capt
by the theory of optimal control@8#. In the present context o
control of nuclear spin ensembles, we are interested in fi
ing a sequence of RF pulses that will efficiently transfer a
state~known or unknown! of a given spin in a spin chain to
a desired target spin. Compared to conventional experime
this new approach makes it possible to speed up the tran
rate by up to a factor of three, which suggests application
NMR spectroscopy and experimental quantum computat

Without loss of generality, here we consider the proble
of transferring the coherence of a spin at one end of a s
chain~label spin 1! to a spin at the opposite end of the cha
~label spinn! in a spin ensemble. Consider an initial dens
operatorr0 representing coherence or polarization on t
first spin, which has the general formr05 1

2 11a1I 1x
1a2I 1y1a3I 1z . The goal is to transfer this density operat
to the operator12 11a1I nx1a2I ny1a3I nz . Note that it suf-
fices to find a unitary transformationU that transfersI 1x
→I nx and I 1y→I ny . The same unitary transformation wi
also transfer@ I 1x ,I 1y#→@ I nx ,I ny#, i.e., I 1z→I nz . Therefore,
the transfer of the coherent state of spin 1 to spinn is equiva-
lent to the transfer of the non-Hermitian operatorI 1

25I 1x

2 i I 1y to I n
25I nx2 i I ny . The transfer between such non

Hermitian operators arises naturally in coherent spectrosc
of ensembles and constitutes a fundamental step in mul
mensional NMR spectroscopy of biological macromolecu
@7#. We emphasize again that any unitary transformation t
transfersI 1

2 to I n
2 , implies that any state of the formr0

5 1
2 11a1I 1x1a2I 1y1a3I 1z is transferred to spinn.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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Besides applications in spectroscopy, finding optim
methods to control the dynamics of coupled spin network
of fundamental importance for the practical implementat
of quantum information processing. In recent years, m
innovative proposals have come out to harness the dyna
of spins in the liquid@5,6# and solid state@16,17# for the
purpose of information processing. Like many coheren
transfer experiments in multidimensional NMR spectro
copy, these NMR quantum computing architectures rely
elaborate sequences of radio frequency~RF! pulses for real-
izing desired effective Hamiltonians. Recent proposals
Yamamoto@17# use a chain of nuclear spins 1/2 in the so
state for purpose of computing. A major challenge in su
architectures, which is also found in various other quant
information devices, is finding efficient ways of making q
bits interact if they are not directly coupled. A prototyp
example of this problem is finding efficient ways to gener
unitary transformations which exchange the states of s
on the two opposite ends of a spin chain. Pulse seque
presented in this paper can be used to accomplish such
erations efficiently.

Consider a linear chain ofn weakly interacting spin1
2

particles placed in a static external magnetic field in thz
direction and with Ising type couplings between next neig
bors @18,19#. In a suitably chosen~multiple! rotating frame
which rotates with each spin at its resonant frequency,
Hamiltonian that governs the free evolution of the spin s
tem is given by the coupling Hamiltonian

Hc52p(
k52

n

Jk21,kI ~k21!zI kz ,

whereJk21,k is the coupling constant between spink21 and
k. If the resonance frequencies of the spins are well se
rated, spink can be selectively excited~addressed! by an
appropriate choice of the amplitude and phase of the RF fi
at its resonant frequency. The goal of the pulse designer
make appropriate choice of the control variables compris
of the frequency, amplitude and phase of the external
field to effect a net unitary evolutionU(t) which efficiently
transfers the initial operatorA5I 1

2 to B5I n
2 . For simplicity

but without loss of generality~vide infra!, we assume that al
coupling constants in the spin chain are equal, i.e.,Jk21,k
5J for 1,k<n.

A straightforward way of transferring the operatorI 1
2 to

I n
2 is to perform sequential transfers, wherebyI k

2 is trans-
ferred to I k11

2 @21,22#. Each of these sequential steps tak
3/2J units of time, resulting in a total time of 3(n21)/2J
~see Fig. 1!. However this is far from optimal. It can b
shown@8# that given any initial operatorAk that represents a
state involving spink and spins with label less thank, the
minimum time required to advance this operator one step
the spin chain is 1/2J. This suggests that an efficient a
proach to transferring the stateI 1

2 to I n
2 is to prepare an

encoded stateLk
2 such that it is possible to go fromLk

2 to
Lk11

2 in a time of 1/2J. Furthermore, it is desirable that the
encoded states be sufficiently localized so thatL1

2 can be
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encoded and decoded in a short time. We will refer to su
encoded states as effective soliton operators~see end of this
section!.

Now we consider the three specific effective soliton o
erators Lkx52I (k22)xI (k21)z , Lky52I (k21)xI kz , and Lkz
54I (k22)xI (k21)yI kz , which obey the commutation relation
@La ,Lb#5 i eabgLg , whereeabg is the Levi-Civita symbol
which is 1~or 21! if $abg% is an even~or odd! permutation
of $x,y,z% and 0 if two or more of the indicesa, b, g are
identical. Each individual soliton operatorLka is advanced
along the spin chain by one unit if the propagatorUL

5exp$2iDHc%exp$2i (p/2)Fy% with Fy5I 1y1I 2y1¯I ny is
applied:

Lka→
UL

L~k11!a .

The propagatorUL can be realized by applying a nonsele
tive 90°y pulse ~with negligible duration! to all spins, fol-
lowed by the evolution of the spin system under the coupl
HamiltonianHc for a durationD5(2J)21.

With the help of the soliton operatorsLk
25Lkx2 iLky , it

is possible to transferI 1
25I 1x2 i I 1y efficiently to I n

25I nx

2 i I ny :

Here, the encoding ofI 1
2 as the soliton operatorL3

2 is ef-
fected by the propagators

U15exp$2 iDHc%expH i
p

2
I 1yJ expH 2 i

p

2
I 1xJ ,

and

U25exp$2 iDHc%exp$2 i ~p/2! ~ I 1x1I 2y!%.

Finally, the decoding of the soliton operatorLn
2 into I n

2 is
achieved by the propagatorsUL and

Un115exp$ i ~p/2!I nx%exp$2 iDHc%exp$ i ~p/2!~ I nx

2I ~n21!y!%.

U1 , U2 , UL , andUn11 require a periodD5(2J)21 each,
resulting in the timetsoliton5(n11)/2J for the complete
transfer fromI 1

2 to I n
2 .

The flow of soliton operators is summarized in Fig. 1~b!.
The panel schematically traces the evolution of the ini
operatorsI 1x , I 1y , and I 1z via the soliton operatorsLkx ,
Lky , and Lkz in the spin chain as a function of time. Th
operatorsLkx , Lky and Lkz represent local correlations o
spin k21 with its neighbors. Under the proposed pulse
quences, these correlations advance one step in the
chain, everytstep51/2J units of time. Although these opera
tors evolve to other operators under the proposed pulse
quences, if the spin system is observed stroboscopically,
ery tstep units of time, the correlations maintain their sha
1-2
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and are just translated one step up in the spin chain. He
the name effective soliton operators.

The time tsoliton taken by the proposed pulse sequen
should be compared with the transfer time for conventio
pulse sequences which transferI 1

2 to I n
2 @10,21,22#. These

pulse sequences requiren21 steps of selective isotropi
transfers in which thej th step transfers the operatorI j

2 to
I j 11

2 . In the j th step, only spinsj and j 11 are active and the
remaining spins in the chain are decoupled. This mode
transfer is depicted in panel~a! of Fig. 1. Each such isotropic
transfer step requires 3/2J units of time and therefore th
total time is 3(n21)/2J. In the limit of largen, the proposed
soliton sequences only take 1/3 amount of time as comp
to state of the art pulse sequences. A comparison of the
taken for the coherence transfer by the conventional
quence of selective isotropic pulse sequencestconv and the
proposed pulse sequencestsoliton is shown in Fig. 2 forn
<10.

As the implementation of spin-selective pulses is of
difficult, it is of interest to note that in the new sequenc
spin-selective pulses are only required in the encoding

FIG. 1. Panel~a! shows the flow of coherence and polarizati
in a spin chain under a sequence of selective isotropic mixing
riods @10,21,22#, ~sequential swap operations! each of which can be
decomposed in three steps of durationD5(2J)21 with effective
Hamiltonians 2pJI (k21)xI kx , 2pJI (k21)yI ky , and 2pJI (k21)zI kz ,
respectively. After the first step the initial operatorsI 1x , I 1y , I 1z are
transferred toI 1x , 2I 1zI 2x , 2I 1yI 2x respectively. Coherence i
transferred in a sequential manner where the state of the spink is
transferred to spink11 in 3J/2 units of time. The total transfe
takes 3(n21)/2J units of time. Panel~b! shows the flow of coher-
ence and polarization under the proposed pulse sequence bas
effective soliton operators~indicated by gray arrows!. Here, a lo-
calized spin wave is created which moves one step in the spin c
in every 1/2J seconds. The total transfer time for the proposed pu
sequence is (n11)/2J. For clarity, operators such asI kx are indi-
cated by the letterx at positionk within a box; each box displays, in
a vertical array, what the initial operatorsx,y,z have evolved to at
the time indicated on the vertical axis. Similarly, bilinear~or trilin-
ear! product operators such asLkx ~or Lkz) are indicated only by
the axis labelsx, y, or z at the corresponding spin position, omittin
prefactors of 2~or of 4! and possible algebraic signs.
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decoding steps but not in the propagation steps. The pro
gatorsUL that advance the effective soliton operators by o
step in the chain can be implemented entirely without sp
selective pulses. Hence, it is only required to selectively
dress the first and last spin in the chain but it is not neces
to implement selective rotations for the remaining spins.
contrast, a sequence of sequential swap operations req
spin-selective rotations for all spins in the chain, beca
during a swap operation between two directly coupled sp
spinsk and k11, the spinsk21 andk12 must be selec-
tively decoupled. A straightforward implementation of such
swap operation between spinsk and k11 consists of
three time periods of durationD5(2J)21 with effective
propagators exp$2ipIkxI(k11)x%, exp$2ipIkyI(k11)y%, and
exp$2ipIkzI(k11)z%. The creation of these effective propag
tors requires the application of several~spin-selective! radio
frequency pulses~for a detailed discussion of various expe
mental pulse sequences for the implementations of swap
erations, see@20#!. For some applications, the significant
reduced selectivity requirements of the new transfer sche
may be yet another advantage compared to a sequenc
selective swap operations. A further issue to be considere
the relative sensitivity of the sequences to errors in timi
strength of the radio-frequency pulses and due to their fi
duration. For each time periodD and each radio-frequenc
pulse, there are finite errors in both sequences. Howeve
the new sequence, not only the number of transfer step
duration D ~see Fig. 1!, but also the number of pulses
reduced by about a factor of three, which helps to incre
the robustness of the new sequence to experimental im
fections. As quantum information is encoded differently
the new transfer scheme~spread over three spins or qubi
instead of one or two!, it will in general have a different
degree of robustness with respect to relaxation or exte
noise. A detailed study of the transfer efficiency for vario
types of relaxation mechanisms or environmental noise is
interest but beyond the scope of the present paper.

The proposed pulse sequences are also compared wit
widely used concatenated INEPT pulse sequences@23,24#,
which transfer only one component of magnetization alon
spin chain, i.e.,I 1x→I nx . If all couplings are equal toJ, the
time required for transferringI 1x→I nx by the concatenated
INEPT pulse sequences isn/2J. For largen, this is approxi-
mately the same as the time required for the new solit
based pulse sequences. However, the soliton sequences
fer the complete state of spin 1 to spinn, which may result in
appreciable gain of signal to noise ratio in spectroscopic
plications@9#.

The proposed pulse sequences can be used to efficie
exchange the~arbitrary! states of spins at the two ends of
spin chain with possible applications to proposed quant
computing architectures@17#. This exchange operation be
tween spin 1 andn, in general will not preserve the state o
other spins on the spin chain and hence donot represe
swap gate between spin 1 andn in the usual sense. Th
proposed soliton sequences can be used to transfer the
of spin 1 to spinn and spinn to spin 1 simultaneously in
(n11)/2J units of time. This should be compared to th
approach where states of spin 1 andn are exchanged throug
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a sequence of neighboring swap operations@20#. Each swap
operation requires 3/2J units of time. Therefore the total tim
required to exchange states of spin 1 andn by sequential
swapping is at least 3(n21)/2J, which in the limit of large
n is three times longer than the proposed approach base
soliton operators.

Finally, we analyze the time taken by the proposed coh
ence transfer methodology when couplings are not equal
produce the effect of the propagatorUL acting onLkx , Lky ,
Lkz in Eq. ~1!, the only terms in the coupling Hamiltonia
Hc that are instrumental are 2p(Jk22,k21I (k22)zI (k21)z
1Jk21,kI (k21)zI kz1Jk,k11I kzI (k11)z). If Jk,k11 is the small-

FIG. 2. A comparison oftstep5t/(n21), the average time re
quired to advance by one step in a chain ofn coupled spins for
pulse sequences which effect full transfer fromI 1

2 to I n
2 . Dia-

monds: conventional sequence of selective isotropic mixing s
between neighboring spins@21,22#. Squares: sequence of optim
indirect SWAP(k,k12) operations@25# ~of duration 3)/2J) which
are followed by a selective isotropic mixing step between sp
(n21) andn if n is even. Circles: soliton pulse sequence.
e

c-

d
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est of the coupling constantsJk22,k21 , Jk21,k , Jk,k11 , i.e., if
Jk,k115min(Jk22,k21 ,Jk21,k ,Jk,k11),then it will take tk
51/2Jk,k11 units of time to produce the propagator ex
$2ip(I(k22)zI(k21)z1I(k21)zIkz1IkzI(k11)z)%. This is achieved by
letting the couplingJk,k11 evolve duringtk while letting
Jk22,k21 and Jk21,k couplings evolve only during
(Jk,k11 /Jk22,k21)tk and (Jk,k11 /Jk21,k)tk respectively and
decoupling these couplings for the remaining time. This c
be achieved by standard refocusing techniques@1#. Therefore
the total time required for propagation of the solitonL3 to
Ln is

(
k51

n23
1

2 min~Jk,k11 ,Jk11,k12 ,Jk12,k13!
.

Similar arguments yield that the time required for prepa
tion of soliton state from the initial state is 1/2J12
11/2 min(J12,J23) and finally the time required to reduce th
soliton state to the final state is 1/2 min(Jn22,n21 ,Jn21,n)
11/2Jn21,n .

The proposed methods for control of spin chain dynam
may have the potential to improve the sensitivity of multid
mensional heteronuclear triple resonance experiments,
for example for sequential resonance assignments in pro
NMR spectroscopy@9#. The proposed method of manipula
ing dynamics of spin chains could also reduce decohere
effects in experimental realizations of quantum informati
devices@17#. Although minimizing the time required to pro
duce desired unitary evolutions in a quantum system is
pected to reduce dissipation and relaxation effects, optim
ing pulse sequences by incorporating a realistic relaxa
model may further improve the sensitivity of experiments
coherent spectroscopy.

This work was funded by DARPA-Stanford Grant N
F49620-01-1-0556. This work was funded by the Fonds
Chemischen Industrie and the Deutsche Forschungsgem
schaft under Grant No. G1 203/4-1.
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